=Lah Ti Dar (GB)

Bay Filly; Mar 22, 2015

=Dubawi (IRE), 02 b

=Dubai Millennium (GB), 96 b

Zomaradah (GB), 95 b

Seeking the Gold (Mr. Prospector - Con Game)

Colorado Dancer (IRE) (Shareef Dancer - Fall Aspen)

Deploy (GB) (=Shirley Heights (GB) - Slightly Dangerous)

Jawaher (IRE) (Dancing Brave - High Tern (IRE))

$In the Wings (GB) (Sadler's Wells - High Hawk (IRE))

Glorious Song (Halo - Ballade)

Zomaradah (GB), 95 b

=Deploy (GB) (=Shirley Heights (GB) - Slightly Dangerous)

=Jawaher (IRE) (Dancing Brave - High Tern (IRE))

$In the Wings (GB) (Sadler's Wells - High Hawk (IRE))

Glorious Song (Halo - Ballade)

Zomaradah (GB), 95 b

=Shirley Heights (GB): 4S X 5D

Northern Dancer: 5S X 5D

=Sunbittern (GB): 5S X 5D

Inbreeding: =Dubawi (IRE)

(Dosage Profile: 2 0 8 3 1)

(Dosage Index: 0.75)

(Center of Distribution: -0.07)

(by DUBAWI (IRE) (2002). Hwt. 3 times in France and Ireland, Classic winner of $1,256,932 USA in England, France and Ireland, 1st Boylesports Irish Two Thousand Guineas [G1], etc. Leading sire in France, sire of 10 crops of racing age, 1336 foals, 989 (74%) starters, 147 (15%) stakes winners, 7 champions, 747 (76%) winners of 2354 races and earning $142,795,482 USA, including Lucky Nine (Champion twice in Hong Kong, $6,652,807 USA, 1st Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Sprint [G1], etc.), Dubday (Champion twice in Qatar, $1,550,897 USA, 1st Betfred Glorious S. [G3], etc.), Makfi (European Champion, $867,460 USA, 1st Stanjames.com Two Thousand Guineas [G1], etc.), Irish Field (Champion in Spain, $396,682 USA, 1st Prix Robert Papin [G2], etc.).

Broodmares and Broodmare Prospects

2018 Mares by Dubawi (IRE), 10 sold, $558,006 gross, $55,801 Avg, $9,648 Med.

2017 Mares by Dubawi (IRE), 48 sold, $4,897,143 gross, $102,024 Avg, $41,603 Med.

2016 Mares by Dubawi (IRE), 43 sold, $3,181,514 gross, $73,989 Avg, $45,125 Med.

Broodmare Sire: SINGSPIEL (IRE) (1992). Champion in U.S., Stakes winner of $5,952,825 USA in England, Japan, N.A. and United Arab Emirates, 1st Canadian International S. [G1], etc. Leading sire in United Arab Emirates, sire of 12 crops of racing age, 1176 foals, 915 (78%) starters, 99 (11%) stakes winners, 4 champions, 672 (73%) winners of 2113 races and earning $93,067,063 USA, including Moon Ballad (IRE) (Horse of the year in United Arab Emirates, $4,364,791 USA, 1st Dubai World Cup [G1], etc.). Sire of dams of 74 stakes winners, including champions Sinhalite, Robe Tissage, Noozhoh Canarias, Al Jabreiah, and of Limato (IRE), Warscip, Cosmo Nemo Shin, Epaulette, Helmet, Ganko, Suedois (FR), Wuheida (GB), Lilavati, Sciacchetra, Debussy (IRE).

1st dam

2005 =DAR RE MI (GB), by $Singspiel (IRE). f. 120, TF 124. 3 wins at 3 and 4, 290,400 Pounds ($495,354 USA), in England, Hwt. older mare at 4 on English Free Hand., 11 - 14 fur. (2009), 1st Darley Yorkshire Oaks [G1], Plantation Stud Aphrodite S., 2nd Darley Yorkshire Oaks [G1], Totepool Middleton S. [G3], 3rd Tattersalls Musidora S. [G3]; winner at 3, 258,860 Euro ($376,813 USA), in France, 1st Shadwell Prix Minerve [G3], 2nd Qatar Prix Vermeille [G1], 3rd Prix de Malleret [G2], Qatar Prix de Royallieu [G2]; winner in 1 start at 4, 135,000 Euro ($189,945 USA), in Ireland, 1st Audi Pretty Polly S. [G1]; winner in 1 start at 5, 11,017,260 Dirhams ($3,000,000 USA), in United Arab Emirates, 1st Dubai World Cup [G1], etc.; placed in 1 start at 4, $297,000, in NA, 3rd Breeders' Cup Turf [G1] (OSA, $297,000). Sent from Great Britain to United States in 2009. Sent from United States to Great Britain in 2009. (On turf, 6 wins, 3 to 5 $4,359,112 in 17 starts.) (CPI=39.5) (AWD=11.4f) Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners--

2013 =SO MI DAR (GB) (f. =Dubawi (IRE)). TF 120. 4 wins in 5 starts at 2 and 3, 129,827 Pounds ($182,943 USA), in England, 1st Tattersalls Musidora S. [G3], E.B.F. Stallions John Musker S.; placed in 2 starts at 3, 52,870 Euro ($59,799 USA), in France, 3rd Prix de l'Opera Longines [G1]. (On turf, 4 wins in 7 starts at 2 and 3 $242,742.) (CPI=16.1) (AWD=9.7f)

2012 De Treville (GB) (c. Oasis Dream (GB)). f. 91, TF 111. Winner at 2 and 3, 94,500 Euro ($111,379 USA), in France, 2nd Prix des Chenes [G3], Prix de Guiche [G3], Prix de la Porte
=Maillot [G3], 3rd Prix Paul de Moussac [G3]; unplaced in 2 starts, 2,000 Euro ($2,118 USA), in Germany; unplaced in 2 starts, $690, in NA. Sent from France to United States in 2015. Sent from United States to Germany in 2016. (On turf, Winner at 2 and 3 $114,187 in 12 starts.) (CPI=2.4) (AWD=8.3f)

TAOC 2013, $1,436,657

2015 =Lah Ti Dar (GB) (f. =Dubawi (IRE)). See below.

Most recent trainer: John H. M. Gosden owner: Lord Lloyd-Webber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Cond</th>
<th>Dist</th>
<th>Type/Value/Clm</th>
<th>Splits</th>
<th>Points Of Call</th>
<th>Earned</th>
<th>Jockey</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>042018</td>
<td>NYB</td>
<td>gs</td>
<td>1km</td>
<td>MSW 12.0k</td>
<td>2.12^7</td>
<td>1^6</td>
<td>$7,789</td>
<td>DettoriL</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2014 =Erdogan (GB) (c. =Frankel (GB)). TF 87p. Placed in 1 start at 3, 2017, 1,443 Pounds ($1,858 USA), in England. (On turf, Placed in 1 start at 3, 2017 $1,858.) (CPI=0.7)

TATOC BK ONE 2015, $1,192,748

2017 =Unnamed (c. =Dubawi (IRE)).

2016 =Unnamed (c. =Dubawi (IRE)).
Leger [G2]: unplaced in 2 starts, 377,243 Dirhams ($102,723 USA), in United Arab Emirates. Sire. (On turf, Winner at 2 $218,132 in 9 starts.) (CPI=7.1) (AWD=8.2f) TAT HOU YRLG 97, $848,348


1991 =Dararita (IRE) (f. Halo). Winner in 1 start at 3, 4,573 Euro ($5,854 USA), in France. Sent from England to France in 1900. (On turf, Winner in 1 start at 3 $5,854.) (CPI=3.1) (AWD=12.4f) Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners--
GONO 2007, $111,413 (in foal to Alhaarth (IRE))

1998 =Darasim (IRE) (g. =Kahyasi (IRE)). TF 119. 2 wins in 4 starts at 3, 20,449 Euro ($17,795 USA), in Ireland; 6 wins, 3 to 7, on the flat and over the jumps, 231,945 Pounds ($385,589 USA), in England, 1st Lady O Goodwood Cup [G2], Lady O Memorial Glorious Rated S., 2nd Further Flight S., 3rd Gold Cup [G1], Weatherbys Insurance Lonsdale S. [G3], GNER Doncaster Cup [G3], Glorious Rated S.; 2 wins at 5, 116,610 Euro ($129,962 USA), in France, 1st Prix Kergroly [G2], PRIX Gladiateur Royal Thalasso Barriere [G3], 3rd Prix du Cadran Casinos Barriere [G1]; winner in 2 starts at 6, 38,000 Euro ($45,577 USA), in Germany, Hwt. older horse at 6 on German Free Hand., 14 fur. & up (2004), 1st 33 Betty Barclay-Rennen [G3]. (On turf, 10 wins, 3 to 6 $569,427 in 39 starts.) (CPI=7.9) (AWD=14.2f) 2004 =Daruliyya (IRE) (f. $Highest Honor (FR)). TF 71. Winner at 3, 8,983 Euro ($12,079 USA), in Ireland. (On turf, Winner at 3 $12,079 in 3 starts.) (CPI=1.5) (AWD=12.0f) Dam of 5 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners
GONO 2013, $13,481 (in foal to Big Bad Bob (IRE))
GONO 2007, $81,703

2009 Minimise Risk (GB) (c. $Galileo (IRE)). TF 103. Winner at 3, 10,749 Pounds ($17,171 USA), in England. Sent from Great Britain to United States in 2012. Sent from United States to Venezuela in 2014. (On turf, Winner at 3 $17,171 in 6 starts.) (CPI=1.4) (AWD=11.0f) TAT OCT YRLG 10, $681,611

1997 =Darariyna (IRE) (f. =Shirley Heights (GB)). TF 80. 2 wins at 3, 10,928 Pounds ($16,294 USA), in England. (On turf, Winner in 1 start at 3 $16,294 in 7 starts.) (CPI=1.8) (AWD=12.7f) Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners
GONO 2008, $32,700 (in foal to Sakhee)

2005 =Darabelia (IRE) (f. =Desert King (IRE)). TF 84. Winner in 1 start at 3, 12,420 Euro ($13,355 USA), in Ireland. (On turf, Winner in 1 start at 3 $13,355.) (CPI=7.1) (AWD=7.0f) Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners
GONO 2010, $43,610 (in foal to High Chaparral (IRE))
GONO 2005, $376,608 (in foal to Xaar (GB))

2007 =Derapour (IRE) (g. =Tiger Hill (IRE)). 3 wins at 5, 7,770 Euro ($10,035 USA), in Germany; unplaced in 1 start, 150 Euro ($197 USA), in Belgium; unplaced over the jumps in Ireland; unplaced in 1 start over the jumps in Italy. (On turf, Winner at 5 $5,314 in 6 starts.) (CPI=0.9) (AWD=9.5f) DNNOV 2011, $7,257
DNNOV 2010, $25,238

2005 =Daraiym (IRE) (g. Peintre Celebre). TF 61. 2 wins at 4, 6,407 Pounds ($9,442 USA), in England; unplaced in 1 start over the jumps in England. (On turf, 2 wins at 4 $8,580 in 8 starts.) (CPI=0.3) (AWD=16.9f) DNJAN 2008, $24,993

2001 Darabanka (IRE) (f. $In the Wings (GB)). TF 77. Winner at 3, 6,910 Euro ($8,215 USA), in Ireland. Sent from Great Britain to United States in 2004. Sent from United States to Japan in 2006. (On turf, Winner at 3 $8,215 in 4 starts.) (CPI=0.8) (AWD=13.0f) Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners
FTK FALL MIX NOV 06, $385,000 (in foal to Gone West)
GONO 2004, $90,608

1996 =Darak (IRE) (g. =Doyoun (IRE)). TF 73. Unplaced over the jumps in Ireland; winner at 4, over the jumps, 3,922 Pounds ($5,991 USA), in England; unplaced in 2 starts in England. (On turf, Unplaced in 2 starts.)
DNSPR 2001, $2,268
2011 =Darting (GB) (f. Shamardal). TF 73. Placed at 3, 2,163 Pounds ($3,503 USA), in England. (On turf, Unplaced $971 in 5 starts.) (CPI=0.2) Dam of 1 foal
2003 =Darakshaana (IRE) (f. $Barathea (IRE)). Unraced. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners

BBAGO 2012, $7,187 (in foal to Wiener Walzer (GER))

GONO2 2006, $57,717

1990 Dardjini (g. Nijinsky II). Winner at 2, 19,514 Euro ($25,411 USA), in France; 6 wins, 4 to 7, on the flat and over the jumps, 64,587 Euro ($77,683 USA), in Ireland; unplaced in 1 start over the jumps in England. Sent from United States to Ireland in 1990. Died 2001. (On turf, 3 wins at 2 and 4 $34,242 in 11 starts.) (CPI=1.6) (AWD=10.6f)

1989 Dardistan (g. Alleged). 5 wins, 3 to 5, 31,251 Euro ($38,331 USA), in France; unplaced in 1 start over the jumps in France. Sent from Ireland to France in 1900. Sent from United States to Ireland in 1989. (On turf, 5 wins, 3 to 5 $38,331 in 22 starts.) (CPI=0.9) (AWD=10.4f)

2004 =Evita (GB) (f. Selkirk). TF 76. Placed at 3, 1,787 Pounds ($3,623 USA), in England. (On turf, Unplaced $478 in 3 starts.) (CPI=0.3) Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners--

2011 =MOOHAARIB (IRE) (g. Oasis Dream (GB)). TF 107. 4 wins at 3 and 4, 60,127 Pounds ($95,231 USA), in England, 1st William & Son Paradise S.; unplaced in 1 start, 2,600 Euro ($3,241 USA), in France; unplaced in United Arab Emirates. (On turf, 4 wins at 3 and 4 $95,231 in 16 starts.) (CPI=1.8) (AWD=8.0f)

TAT BRE APR 13, $370,968

2010 =Daana Qatar (GB) (f. $Galileo (IRE)). Winner at 3, 21,240 Euro ($29,028 USA), in France. (On turf, Winner at 3 $27,152 in 6 starts.) (CPI=1.3) (AWD=11.4f) Dam of 2 foals

TAT BRE APR 13, $370,968

2015 =Argentello (IRE) (c. =Intello (GER)). TF 86p. Placed in 2 starts at 3, 2018, 2,079 Pounds ($2,946 USA), in England. (On turf, Placed in 2 starts at 3, 2018 $2,946.) (CPI=0.8)

Most recent trainer: John H. M. Gosden owner: Sheikh Juma Dalmook Al Maktoum

Date #Track Cond Dist Type/Value/Clm Splits Points Of Call Earned Jockey Weight
041918 NEW gd 1 km ALW 14.2k 2:04ÇÂ 3Ç $1,367 DettoriL 128

2018 summary 2 0 1 1 $2,946

TAT OCT BK TWO 2016, $182,795

2009 =Falkland (IRE) (c. Rock of Gibraltar (IRE)). TF 75. Placed at 3, 1,058 Pounds ($1,685 USA), in England. (On turf, Placed at 3 $1,419 in 4 starts.) (CPI=0.2)

TAAUT 2012, $16,104

TAT OCT YRLG 10, $99,748 (RNA)

2016 =Trethias (GB) (f. =Invincible Spirit (IRE)). Unraced in Great Britain.

TAT OCT YRLG BK ONE 2017, $556,332

2013 =Abracadabra (IRE) (g. =Manduro (GER)). Unplaced in 1 start in Ireland. (On turf, Unplaced in 1 start.)

2017 =Unnamed (f. =Muhaarar (GB)).

1992 =Dariyani (IRE) (c. =Doyoun (IRE)). Unraced.

1991 =Dalara (f. =Doyoun (IRE)). TF 114. 3 wins at 3, 110,374 Euro ($134,522 USA), in France, Hwt. filly at 3 on European Free Hand., 14 fur. & up (1994), 1st Prix de Royallieu [G2], Prix des Tourelles, 2nd Prix Berteux [G3], Prix de Thiberville, 3rd Prix Royal-Oak-French St. Leger [G1]. (On turf, 3 wins at 3 $134,522 in 7 starts.) (CPI=10.3) (AWD=12.4f) Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners--
GONO2 2005, $1,176,900 (in foal to Alhaarth (IRE))

1996 =DALIPUR (IRE) (c. Sadler's Wells). £115, TF 122. 5 wins, 2 to 4, 543,235 Pounds ($849,990 USA), in England, 1st Vodafone Coronation Cup [G1], Ormonde S. [G3], Tom Mc Gee Autumn S., 2nd Vodafone Epsom Derby [G1], Pertemps Derby Trial S. [G3], 3rd King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Diamond S. [G1]; winner at 4, 6,365,880 HK$ ($816,106 USA), in Hong Kong, 1st Hong Kong Vase [G1]; winner in 2 starts at 6, 238,848 Euro ($246,636 USA), in Ireland, 1st IAWS Curragh Cup [G3], 2nd Budweiser Irish Derby [G1]; placed in 2 starts at 4, $165,000, in NA, 3rd Canadian International S. [G1]; unplaced in 1 start, 51,129 Euro ($46,030 USA), in Germany; unplaced in 1 start in United Arab Emirates. Died 2015. Sire. (On turf, 7 wins, 2 to 6 $2,123,762 in 26 starts.) (CPI=30.8) (AWD=11.1f)

1997 =DALAMPUR (IRE) (c. Shernazar (IRE)). TF 115p. 2 wins at 3, 70,858 Pounds ($105,872 USA), in England, 1st Queen's Vase [G3], 3rd Great Voltigeur S. [G2], John Porter S. [G3]; placed at 5, over the jumps, 2,320 Euro ($2,047 USA), in Ireland. (On turf, 2 wins at 3 $105,872 in 10 starts.) (CPI=5.7) (AWD=14.1f)

TAAU1 2001, $152,702

2004 =Dalasyla (IRE) (f. =Marju (IRE)). Winner at 3, 14,850 Euro ($20,792 USA), in France. (On turf, Winner at 3 $10,499 in 6 starts.) (CPI=0.8) (AWD=14.9f) Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners

TAT DEC MARES 2014, $495,464 (in foal to Mastercraftsman (IRE))

ARDEC 2007, $835,335

2000 =Dalam (IRE) (g. Sadler's Wells). TF 107. 7 wins, 3 to 8, on the flat and over the jumps, 87,868 Pounds ($152,254 USA), in England. (On turf, 3 wins at 3 $56,980 in 10 starts.) (CPI=2.3) (AWD=12.6f)

ASFEB 2011, $8,921

ASOCT 2008, $10,941

ASOCT 2007, $9,013

DNSPR 2006, $74,928

TAAUT 2003, $119,229

1998 =Dalannda (IRE) (f. =Hernando (FR)). Placed at 2 and 3, 13,866 Euro ($12,225 USA), in France. (On turf, Placed at 2 and 3 $12,225 in 5 starts.) (CPI=1.5) Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners

TAT DEC 07, $259,056 (in foal to Hurricane Run (IRE))

AFDEC 2004, $336,425 (in foal to Bartahce (IRE))

1999 =Daliyana (IRE) (f. =Cadeaux Genereux (GB)). TF 80. Placed at 3, 2,753 Pounds ($4,266 USA), in England. (On turf, Placed at 3 $4,266 in 3 starts.) (CPI=1.0) Dam of 12 foals, 6 to race, 2 winners

GONO2 2011, $21,531

GONO2 2011, $21,531 (in foal to Teofilo (IRE))

2002 =Daliya (IRE) (f. Giant's Causeway). TF 70. Placed in 2 starts at 2, 1,604 Pounds ($2,862 USA), in England; placed at 3, 1,065 Euro ($1,295 USA), in Ireland. Died 2014. (On turf, Placed at 2 and 3 $4,157 in 5 starts.) (CPI=0.4) Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners

GONOV 2012, $69,574 (in foal to Canford Cliffs (IRE))


AFDEC 2006, $413,416

2001 =Dalayan (IRE) (c. Nashwan). Unplaced in 2 starts, 1,550 Euro ($1,930 USA), in France. (On turf, Unplaced in 2 starts $1,930.) (CPI=0.3)

1993 DARARA (IRE) (f. =Top Ville (IRE)). Black type winner, see above.

1992 =DARAYDAN (IRE) (g. =Kahyasi (IRE)). TF 107. 2 wins in 4 starts at 3, 12,672 Euro ($16,156 USA), in Ireland; 12 wins, 3 to 9, on the flat and over the jumps, 107,747 Pounds ($173,320 USA), in England, 1st George Stubbs H.; unplaced in 1 start in Germany. (On turf, 3 wins at 3 $69,875 in 17 starts.) (CPI=2.1) (AWD=13.3f)

1990 =DABARA (IRE) (f. =Shardari (IRE)). 2 wins at 3, 40,247 Euro ($46,006 USA), in France, 1st Prix de Thiverville. Sent from England to France in 1900. (On turf, 2 wins at 3 $46,006 in 5 starts.) (CPI=5.0) (AWD=12.7f) Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 3 winners--

2005 =Der Spieler (GER) (c. =Singspiel (IRE)). Winner at 3, 5,100 Euro ($6,887 USA), in Germany; placed in 2 starts at 3, over the jumps, 925 Pounds ($1,355 USA), in England;
=Lah Ti Dar (GB)  
Bay Filly; Mar 22, 2015

winner at 4, over the jumps, 39,168 Euro ($54,859 USA), in Ireland; unplaced in 1 start in Ireland. (On turf, Placed $2,247 in 6 starts.) (CPI=0.3) (AWD=12.4f)

GOF ORB MIL 06, $107,176 (RNA)
TAT DEC 05, $102,858

1996 =Dabarpour (IRE) (g. Alzao). Winner at 3, 10,290 Euro ($10,474 USA), in France; 3 wins at 5 and 6, over the jumps, 15,965 Pounds ($23,554 USA), in England. (On turf, Winner at 3 $10,474 in 6 starts.) (CPI=0.8) (AWD=10.9f)
DNOC1 2003, $3,513
DNNOV 2002, $9,965

2003 =Die Nacht (GER) (f. Night Shift). Winner at 3, 2,400 Euro ($3,102 USA), in Germany. (On turf, Winner at 3 $3,102 in 3 starts.) (CPI=0.7) (AWD=10.9f) Dam of 2 foals
TATT DEC MARES 2010, $16,374


1990 =Daisy Town (GB) (f. =Doyoun (IRE)). Unraced in Great Britain. Sent from England to France in 1990. Dam of 10 foals, 5 winners
1998 =Danntivada (IRE) (f. $Lashkari (GB)). Unraced in Ireland. Sent from England to France in
1990.
1995 =Caerle Smile (GB) (f. Caerleon). Unplaced in Japan. (On turf, Unplaced in 5 starts.) Dam of 8 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners
TAT HOU YRLG 96, $106,804
1989 =Dawala (IRE) (f. $Lashkari (GB)). Winner at 3, 24,698 Euro ($30,516 USA), in France. Sent from England to France in 1990. Died 2005. (On turf, Winner at 3 $30,516 in 8 starts.) (CPI=2.0) (AWD=11.9f) Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners--
1999 =Dawana (IRE) (f. Halling). TF 98. Winner at 3, 11,395 Pounds ($17,617 USA), in England, 3rd Oakgrove Stud Golden Daffodil S. (On turf, Winner at 3 $17,617 in 5 starts.) (CPI=2.5) (AWD=10.2f) Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, 1 winner
GONO2 2009, $10,403
1994 =Darapour (IRE) (g. Fairy King). TF 97p. 3 wins at 3 and 8, on the flat and over the jumps, 39,711 Pounds ($63,515 USA), in England; 3 wins at 4 and 7, over the jumps, 37,601 Euro ($35,300 USA), in Ireland. (On turf, 2 wins at 3 $34,901 in 6 starts.) (CPI=3.0) (AWD=11.7f)
2000 =Dawadari (IRE) (c. =Indian Ridge (IRE)). 4 wins at 4 and 5, over the jumps, 36,001 Euro ($45,513 USA), in Ireland; unplaced in 2 starts in Ireland. (On turf, Unplaced in 2 starts.) GOOC2 2003, $18,726
1998 =Dawari (IRE) (g. $In the Wings (GB)). TF 101. Winner at 3, 9,678 Pounds ($13,932 USA), in England. (On turf, Winner at 3 $13,932 in 9 starts.) (CPI=0.8) (AWD=10.0f)
2001 =Dawes (IRE) (f. =Spinning World). TF 84. Winner at 3, 8,262 Pounds ($13,032 USA), in England. (On turf, Winner at 3 $13,032 in 12 starts.) (CPI=0.8) (AWD=11.9f) Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners
GONO2 2002, $19,321 (in foal to Oratorio (IRE))
GOF NOV FOAL 02, $7,011
1995 =Darawsha (IRE) (f. =Robellino). Unplaced in Ireland. Dam of 12 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners
TAT DEC MIX 96, $2,471 (in foal to Grand Lodge)
TAT DEC MIX 93, $13,032
1987 =Bondstone (c. =Miller's Mate (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3, 18,500 Pounds ($31,101 USA), in England, 2nd Foster's Silver Cup S., 3rd Lonsdale S., Tricity Bendix Series Six Chester S. (On turf, Winner at 2 and 3 $31,101 in 5 starts.) (CPI=2.0) (AWD=9.5f)
1991 =Foistone (GB) (g. =Slip Anchor (GB)). TF 87. Winner at 3, 5,023 Pounds ($7,650 USA), in England; placed in 1 start at 5, over the jumps, 432 Pounds ($652 USA), in England. (On turf, Winner at 3 $7,650 in 6 starts.) (CPI=0.8) (AWD=12.0f)
2002 =Count Kearney (IRE) (g. Imperial Ballet (IRE)). TF 63p. Placed at 4, over the jumps, 10,593 Euro ($12,746 USA), in Ireland; unplaced in 1 start, 615 Euro ($743 USA), in Ireland; unplaced in 1 start over the jumps in England. (On turf, Unplaced in 1 start $743.) (CPI=0.2)
TAT AUT TRG 05, $26,613
TISP 2003, $18,444
GOF NOV FOAL 02, $7,011
1990 =Anchor Stone (GB) (c. =Slip Anchor (GB)). TF 71. Placed at 3, 1,514 Pounds ($2,338 USA), in England. (On turf, Placed at 3 $2,338 in 3 starts.) (CPI=0.5)
GBOCT 2007, $2,387 (in foal to Gold Well (GB))
GOFEB 2000, $8,323
TAT IRE SEP YRLG 96, $3,213
1998 =Anchor Light (g. =Silk Anchor (GB)). Unraced in Great Britain.
=Lah Ti Dar (GB) =
Bay Filly; Mar 22, 2015

2000 =Clocks (IRE) (c. =Marju (IRE)). Unplaced in Ireland. (On turf, Unplaced in 3 starts.)
1999 =Well Heeled (IRE) (f. Woodborough). TF 44. Unplaced in 1 start in England; unplaced on
the flat and over the jumps in Ireland. (On turf, Unplaced in 4 starts.) Dam of 2 foals
GOFEB 2003, $3,436
GODE 2001, $9,816
TAAU1 2001, $10,689
GOOC2 2000, $8,153
starts.) Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners
AFDEC 2001, $160,092 (in foal to Sendawar (IRE))
TAT HOU SEP YRLG 95, $30,045
TAT DEC MIX 94, $36,198
1993 =Capstone (GB) (f. =Shirley Heights (GB)). Unplaced in England. (On turf, Unplaced in 4
starts.) Dam of 1 foal
TAT JUL MIX 96, $10,247
1992 =Anchor Crown (GB) (f. =Slip Anchor (GB)). Unplaced on the flat and over the jumps in
England. (On turf, Unplaced in 2 starts.)
1995 =Darialann (IRE) (g. =Kahyasi (IRE)). TF 92. 6 wins, 4 to 7, on the flat and over the jumps,
83,618 Euro ($80,292 USA), in Ireland; placed in 2 starts at 3, 6,860 Euro ($7,540 USA), in
France; winner at 9 and 11, over the jumps, 7,472 Pounds ($13,590 USA), in England. (On turf, 3
wins at 4 $33,760 in 17 starts.) (CPI=1.2) (AWD=13.3f)
DNAUG 2007, $2,984
DNNOV 2002, $21,590
1977 =Cannidas (FR) (g. =Brigadier Gerard (GB)). 6 wins, 4 to 7, on the flat and over the jumps,
59,901 Euro ($76,595 USA), in France. (On turf, 2 wins at 6 $16,761 in 11 starts.) (CPI=1.3)
1993 =Dasharan (IRE) (g. Shahrastani). Winner at 3, 4,527 Euro ($5,612 USA), in Ireland; 2 wins at
6, over the jumps, 5,913 Pounds ($9,313 USA), in England; unplaced in 2 starts in England. (On
turf, Winner at 3 $5,612 in 11 starts.) (CPI=0.3) (AWD=10.0f)
to race, 8 winners--
TADEM 2003, $180,485 (in foal to Grand Lodge)
1995 $COURTEOUS (GB) (c. =Generous (IRE)). E 104, TF 120. Winner at 2 and 3, 54,776
Pounds ($69,462 USA), in England; 1st Thresher Classic Trial S. [G3], 2nd Ladbrokes Fred
Archer S., Leiths July Trophy S.; winner at 4, 85,372 Euro ($88,818 USA), in France, 1st
Grand Prix de Deauville [G2], 3rd Prix Maurice de Nieuil [G2]; placed in 2 starts at 4,
$171,600, in NA, 3rd Canadian International S. [G1]. Sent from United States to Great Britain
in 1999. Sire. (On turf, 3 wins, 2 to 4 $349,880 in 16 starts.) (CPI=11.5) (AWD=10.2f)
2002 =SCRIPTWRITER (IRE) (g. Sadler's Wells). TF 113+. 8 wins, 3 to 10, on the flat and over
the jumps, 97,825 Pounds ($183,060 USA), in England, 1st McGrattan Piling Braveheart S.
(On turf, 5 wins, 3 to 5 $142,875 in 11 starts.) (CPI=6.2) (AWD=11.6f)
1997 Dandanna (IRE) (f. =Linamix (FR)). TF 97p. Winner in 1 start at 2, 5,550 Pounds ($8,936
USA), in England. (On turf, 2 wins at 3 $24,614 in 4 starts.) (CPI=2.4) (AWD=10.0f) Dam of 8 foals,
6 to race, 4 winners
TAAUT 2007, $75,448
2001 =Portmanteau (GB) (f. =Baratheon (IRE)). TF 96. 2 wins at 3, 13,619 Pounds ($24,614 USA),
in England. (On turf, 2 wins at 3 $24,614 in 6 starts.) (CPI=2.4) (AWD=10.0f) Dam of 8 foals,
6 to race, 4 winners
TAT HOU YRLG 02, $972,491
1997 Dandanna (IRE) (f. =Linamix (FR)). TF 97p. Winner in 1 start at 2, 5,550 Pounds ($8,936
USA), in England. Sent from Ireland to United States in 2004. (On turf, Winner in 1 start at 2
$8,936.) (CPI=7.0) (AWD=6.0f) Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners
TADEM 2003, $541,454 (in foal to Zamanidar)
1992 =Daryabad (IRE) (g. =Thatching (IRE)). TF 81. 3 wins at 2 and 3, 18,318 Euro ($23,184
USA), in Ireland; 7 wins, 4 to 9, 32,936 Pounds ($50,491 USA), in England. (On turf, 8 wins,
2 to 9 $63,510 in 43 starts.) (CPI=0.8) (AWD=7.1f)
1999 =Scent of Victory (IRE) (g. Polish Precedent). TF 94. 2 wins at 3, 23,861 Pounds ($37,601
USA), in England. (On turf, Placed $22,783 in 12 starts.) (CPI=1.2) (AWD=11.0f)
TAAUT 2003, $40,929
TAT HOU YRLG 00, $124,423
1994 =Carisbrooke (GB) (c. =Kahyasi (IRE)). TF 99p. Winner at 3, 4,893 Pounds ($7,882 USA), in England. (On turf, Winner at 3 $7,882 in 4 starts.) (CPI=1.0) (AWD=12.0f)
TAT ENG OCT YRLG 95, $34,973
1990 =Dayadan (IRE) (g. Shernazar (IRE)). Winner in 2 starts at 3, 4,391 Euro ($5,024 USA), in Ireland; placed at 4, over the jumps, 282 Pounds ($423 USA), in England. (On turf, Winner in 2 starts at 3 $5,024.) (CPI=1.3) (AWD=14.0f)
1998 =Saudian (GB) (g. =Marju (IRE)). Unraced in Great Britain.
2005 =Entre Nous (IRE) (f. Sadler's Wells). Unplaced in 1 start, 650 Euro ($964 USA), in France. (On turf, Unplaced in 1 start $964.) (CPI=0.3) Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 1 winner
TAT DEC MARES 2016, $14,428 (in foal to Holy Roman Emperor (IRE))
TAT DEC MARES 2010, $392,969 (in foal to Invincible Spirit (IRE))
TAT SUM MIX 08, $269,847
1989 =DABTIYA (IRE) (f. =Shirley Heights (GB)). TF 107. 2 wins at 3, 23,714 Euro ($33,210 USA), in Ireland, 1st Ballyroan S., 2nd Meld S. [G3]. Died 2003. (On turf, 2 wins at 3 $33,210 in 6 starts.) (CPI=3.8) (AWD=10.0f) Dam of 7 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners
1995 =Dabaya (IRE) (f. $In the Wings (GB)). TF 101. Winner at 3, 15,548 Euro ($17,364 USA), in Ireland, 2nd Challenge S., Silver S.; unplaced in 1 start in England. (On turf, Winner at 3 $17,364 in 4 starts.) (CPI=3.4) (AWD=10.0f) Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 3 winners
GONO2 2007, $44,565 (in foal to Bachelor Duke)
1990 =Dabistan (IRE) (c. =Kahyasi (IRE)). 7 wins, 3 to 5, on the flat and over the jumps, 127,140 Euro ($145,516 USA), in France. Sent from England to France in 1990. Sire. (On turf, 3 wins at 3 $46,700 in 23 starts.) (CPI=0.9) (AWD=11.5f)
2005 =Mississippi River (IRE) (g. Sadler's Wells). TF 78. 3 wins, 5 to 11, over the jumps, 38,275 Euro ($48,704 USA), in Ireland; unplaced in 1 start, 800 Euro ($893 USA), in Ireland. (On turf, Unplaced in 1 start $893.)
1994 =Dabali (IRE) (c. =Doyoun (IRE)). Winner in 1 start at 3, 5,323 Euro ($6,375 USA), in Ireland. Died 2000. Sire. (On turf, Winner in 1 start at 3 $6,375.) (CPI=2.7) (AWD=8.0f)
1997 =Darisha (IRE) (f. Selkirk). TF 86. Placed in 2 starts at 3, 933 Euro ($875 USA), in Ireland. (On turf, Placed in 2 starts at 3 $875.) (CPI=0.4) Dam of 6 foals, 6 to race, 6 winners
TADEM 2000, $76,293
1991 =Dabiba (FR) (f. =Lashkari (GB)). Placed in 2 starts at 3, 9,757 Euro ($11,162 USA), in France. (On turf, Placed in 2 starts at 3 $11,162.) (CPI=3.0) Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner
TAT DEC MIX 95, $151,159 (in foal to Caerleon)
2001 Dalisay (IRE) (f. Sadler's Wells). TF 76. Placed at 3, 2,842 Pounds ($5,179 USA), in England. Sent from Great Britain to United States in 2004. Sent from United States to Great Britain in 2010. (On turf, Placed at 3 $1,044 in 7 starts.) (CPI=0.6) Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners
TADEM 2012, $22,415 (in foal to Sir Percy (GB))
TAT HOU YRLG 02, $560,419
2008 Trend Line (IRE) (f. =Holy Roman Emperor (IRE)). TF 84. Placed at 3 and 4, 2,100 Pounds ($3,337 USA), in England. Sent from France to United States in 2013. (On turf, Placed at 3 $1,044 in 7 starts.) (CPI=0.2) Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race
KEE NOV BRDG 17, $5,000 (in foal to Mizzen Mast)
KEE JAN ALL AGES 17, $30,000 (RNA)
ARQDEC 2012, $147,356
DEA AUG YRLG 09, $214,275
2003 =Honour Bright (IRE) (f. Danehill). Unraced in Ireland. Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 2 winners
GOFFS FEB MIXED 2017, $77,033 (in foal to Australia (GB))
TAT OCT YRLG 04, $532,920
1992 =Dabirann (g. =Doyoun (IRE)). Unplaced, 762 Euro ($957 USA), in France. (On turf, Unplaced $957 in 11 starts.)
1996 =Dabarsi (IRE) (g. $Subotica (FR)). Unplaced over the jumps, 330 Euro ($307 USA), in Ireland.
GOAUG 2000, $9,016
1988 =Dalawara (IRE) (f. =Top Ville (IRE)). Unplaced, 1,220 Euro ($1,383 USA), in France. Sent from England to France in 1990. Died 2009. (On turf, Unplaced $1,383 in 3 starts.) (CPI=0.3) Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners --

1993 =Heron Island (IRE) (c. =Shirley Heights (GB)). TF 116. 3 wins at 2 and 3, 38,385 Pounds ($59,866 USA), in England, 2nd Tripleprint Derby Trial S. [G3]; winner in 2 starts at 3, 27,441 Euro ($33,656 USA), in France, 1st Prix Denisy, 3rd Prix de Barbeville [G3]; unplaced in 1 start in Italy. Died 2008. Sire. (On turf, 4 wins at 2 and 3 $93,522 in 13 starts.) (CPI=3.8) (AWD=11.0f)

1997 =Dal Segno (IRE) (f. Sadler’s Wells). 2 wins at 3, 20,367 Euro ($17,880 USA), in France. Died 2009. (On turf, 2 wins at 3 $17,880 in 7 starts.) (CPI=1.6) (AWD=11.7f) Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners

2004 =Danon Danehill (IRE) (c. Danehill). Winner at 2, 7,000,000 Yen ($59,444 USA), in Japan; placed at 6, 900 Euro ($1,169 USA), in Germany. (On turf, Winner at 2 $60,349 in 10 starts.) (CPI=1.7) (AWD=8.0f)

2007 =Alfonso The Wise (IRE) (g. $Galileo (IRE)). TF 80. 2 wins at 4, 44,860 AUS$ ($47,628 USA), in Australia; placed at 3, 2,064 Pounds ($3,206 USA), in England. Racing in Australia as All Out War. (On turf, 2 wins at 4 $50,414 in 23 starts.) (CPI=0.9) (AWD=9.8f)

2003 =Puit d’Or (IRE) (c. Sadler’s Wells). Winner at 5, 20,650 Euro ($26,613 USA), in France. Sire. (On turf, Winner at 5 $26,613 in 9 starts.) (CPI=0.9) (AWD=11.2f)


2006 =Dalawala (IRE) (f. Hawk Wing). Unraced in Ireland. Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race, 1 winner ARDEC 2010, $8,047


2008 =Double License (IRE) (c. $Galileo (IRE)). Unplaced in Japan. (On turf, Unplaced in 3 starts.)

TAT OCT YRLG 09, $150,378

In England

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Starts</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>Pounds</th>
<th>Earnings (USA$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,531</td>
<td>$7,789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RACE RECORD for =Lah Ti Dar (GB): In England. At 2, unraced; at 3, 2018, one win in 1 start. Earned 5,531 Pounds ($7,789 USA).